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H. G. Quaritch Wales, Prehistory and ReUgion in So·ttth-EcMt Asia
Bernard Qnaritch, Ltd., London, 1 957, 180 pages.
This scholarly probe into the depths of Southeast Asia's
prehistory and religion is, in a manner, the concluding volume
of a provocative bLlt stimulating trilogy which Dr. Wales began
with The Making of Greater India ( 1951) and developed further
in The Mountain of God ( 1953 ).

The first volume reviewed the

penetration of Indian cultural influences into Southeast Asia and
the extent of their modification by the resurgence of the local
genius; the second volume was mainly an elaboration and refinement of earlier conclusion concerning the significance of the preHindu Mega1ithic culture, especially its preoccupation in Southeast Asia with the chthonic, life-giving forces of the Earth. The
present volume now t.races another development in the prehistory
of Southeast Asia, namely, the shift in religious emphasis from
Earth to Sky.

This departure from the earlier chthonic bias

towards an onrJ.nic religion, "over and above what was inculcated
by the Indian sky inflnenees," is attribntrd hy Dr. WalE's toreligions icleas which first appeared in Southeast Asia during the
Bronze Age.
'l'he trend from Earth to Sky l'E'presents in a sense a return
to the Palaeolithic past, where the slry, as the only constant in
the lives of nomadic peoples, gave religion ouranic forms of ex.
pression, with the All-:Father type of deity exhibiting "an overwhelming connection with the slty." This initial outloolt on the
cosmos had been changed during the Neo1ithie revo\ntion by an
ent,irely new set of religious responses associated with the newly
discovered productivity of the soil by peoples who, through the
discovery of new food-producing techniques, were able to pursue
the more stationary life of agriculturalists.

One may snppose,
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Dr. Wales suggests, ''that the p1•oductivity of the efHth, eonpled
with the prior importance hitherto accorded to the sky, quickly
led to the t•ecognition nE an animitJtic Mother Earth, Father Sky
couplet."
In Dr. Wales' view it was not the advent of Hindn cosmological ideas alone which late1• gave tho religious life of Sontheast Asia a renewed ouranic emphasis.

More important, or at

least more fnndnmental, in his view were ir1finences associated
with the relatively late coming of the Bronze Age to Sout.heast
Asia.

The religious views of this Bronze Age cultnre, which

takes its name from the Annamese village of Dong-s'o11, <iiffered
radically fr•om the cbthonic direction taken by the religious ideas
which hacl grown ont of tho Neolithic revolution and had become
so widely rliffused in the Older Megalithic world.

On the basis

of his re-examination of the significance of the Dongsonian hrouze
drnms and the beliefs ancl pract.ices prevalent among some of the
nomadic peoples of Central and Northern Asia, Dr. Wales concludes that the religions form associated with the Bronze Age in
Southeast Asia was " a dcve loped shamanism, togothe1· with the
worship of celestial deities." One of the most prom in en t features
of the Dongsonian cnlttne, therefore, was the celestial and at
times solarized character of the supreme deity.

'l'his had been

a notable characteristic among the supreme beings of the 'J'nrco.
Tartars and Mongols, bnt it was "at variance with what we find
among the Oldel' 1\fogallt.hic peoples, where the religion is so
largely chtbonic."
With the spread of Dougsonian enltnre

the cht.lwnic

preoecupation of the 1\f(•galithic peoples of Southeast Asia was
challenged by religions impulses which pointed to the sky, and
the consequent polarization of religious thoiJght is Bllccinctly e:X:w
pressed in the headings of the two concluding chapters of this
book:

"The Pull of Earth" and " The Quest for Sky."

The
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results of this confrontation of Earth and Sky varied, according
to Dr. Wales' working hypothesis, with the local genius actuating
the different peoples of the area.

The direction the local genius

gave to the evolution of Khmer religions development was in
conformity with its older chthonic pattern; with the religion of
the Oham it took a primarily Dongsonian, or ouranic character;
but with the Indo-Javanese religious evolution the operative force
appears to have been composed of both Older Megalithic and
Dongsonian elements, with the former, as the older, not coming
into open resurgence until just prior to the advent of Islam.
Thus Dr. Wales is led to conclude that "it was preeminently the celestial nature of the supreme deity in the religion of the Dongsonians that made Mahayana Buddhism more
acceptable to the Ohams and the Indo-Javanese than to the
Khmers,"

For example, in India and wherever there was India-

nization, Siva has been sufficiently affected by ouranic beliefs
(as shown by his third eye) to have acquired omniscience.

The

Khmer with their marked tuleric heritage, on the other band,
preferred Siva in the more chthonic form of the linga; and again,
the Bodhisattva Lokesvara, as represented by the Khmer on the
four-faced towers of the Bayou, is not the omniscient central
deity, but the means by which the chthonic power of the Mahayana Buddharaja, whose statue in the likeness of King Jayavarman VII was enshrined in the centt·al tower, radiated to the four
terrestial quarters of the realm.

This statue in tum was itself

"the personalized focus of the chthonically-conceived deity
whose 'substitute body' was the whole pyramid."
It was in Champa and Java that the predominantly celes-

tial character of the Dongsonian religion gained ascendancy over
the chthonic basis of the Older Megalithic cultnre.
shamanistic

trend

toward

The original

a supreme, omniscient sky deity
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gradually acquired some of the forms of Hinduism and Mahayana
Buddhism through that peculiar religious syncretism which has
been so characteristic of Southeast Asia, and eventually lost its
identity in Indonesia with the corning of Islam.

Possible

modification of the chthonic ideas of the KhmEn' by Dongsonian
influences (as happened in Champa and Indonesia) was forestalled
in Cambodia by the popular acceptance of Theravada Buddhism.
The interaction of the Older Megalithic and Bronze Age
cultures and their varied responses to the introduction of the
more sophisticated and formalized religions ideas of India in
historical times have served to confuse the cultural history of
Southeast Asia to such a degree that there is still far from
general agreement among scholars in their analysis and interpretation of these complicated developments. It is not surprising,
therefore, that many of Dr. Wales' views have been vigorously
challenged.

Accordingly, much of his book is in the nature of

an equally spirited rejoinder to his critics.

Even though many

of the conclusions reached by Dr. Wales have not received
general acceptance, he has nevertheless presented a considerable
body of weighty evidence in support of his position.

Moreover,

the courageous manner in which he has been willing to depart
from the more deeply worn ruts of academic speculation and
conjecture, together with his readiness to revise or modify his
views in the light of fresh evidence, give a validity to his worlr
which cannot be brushed lightly aside and should provide in.
spiration ancl encouragement for renewed efforts to unravel the
confused story of Southeast Asia's cultural evolution.

Clharles 9Velson c$pinl?ts
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Jane Gaston Mahler, The Westerners Among the Figu1·ines of the
T'ang Dynasty of Ohina, Instituto Italiano per il media ed estramo Oriente, Roma, 1959. 192 pages, ·12 plates.
China in the 'l"ang dynasty (610-906 A.D.) was truly the
"Middle Kingdom," the center of the civilized world. There were
nations elsewhere of economic and cultural importance but n011e
was as powerful and prosperous, or as creative and sophisticated
as China at this time.
Her power and influence extended far beyond her own
borders. Certain areas of Afghanistan and Northwest India were
classed as protectorates, and garrison towns were established
throughout Central Asia. China maintained supremacy in these
outlying districts by a balanced mixture of diplomacy and military force, protecting the weak and dividing the strong to prevent them from forming dangerous alliances.
One of the main
objectives of this policy was to keep the trade routes to the West
open and reasonably safe.
From India, one could go over the
Khyber Pass and follow the southern route through Kashgar,
Khotan, Miran, Tun- huang.
From present Russian Samat·kand
and 'l'ashkent, the northern route went through Qizil, Kucha,
'l'urfan. Both roads led ·bo Oh'ang-an, the capital of T'ang China.

It must have been a colorful crowd that poured into the
city: foreign ambassadors bearing gifts or tribute, sharp businessmen from small kingdoms who frequently operated under selfappointed embassy status to gain better trade benefits, ordinary
peddlers, craftsmen, refugees, and Buddhist pilgrims. Thousands
of these foreigners-Greeks, Syrians, Persians, Arabs, Indians,
Central Asians, and Southeast Asians- came into Oh'ang-an and
they made it a thoroughly cosmopolitan city. Usually these aliens
lived in special districts where they were granted extra-territorial
privileges of customs and religion. The city was a noted center
of Buddhist scholarship, lmt with true Buddhist tolerance. Nestorians, Manicheans, Moslems, Hindus and Zoroastrians were permitted to practice their own form of worship.
'rhe Chinese may have been blandly sure of their own
superiority but they were, nevertheless, fascinated by the
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foreigners. Any alien item that was valuable or amusing was
freely adopted, and the aliens themselves were deftly portrayed
in small statuettes. These clay figurines of dancers, musicians;
wine merchants, horsegrooms, guards, etc., were as colorful a
part of the miniature retinue put into a tomb as they must have
been in the real life of Ch'ang-an.
It would be easy to romanticize this era, or to find its
richness and varie.ty almost indigestible, but Jane Gaston Mahler
has taken the only possible road for a scholar. She has isolated
one ingredient of the T'ang civilization; the foreigners as );lor~
trayed in funerary figurines; and has treated that subject with
both depth and breadth.

A look at the table of contents will give an idea or the
detailed information on each group of Westerners treated in the
first chapter. For example, under the heading of "Western Turks
and theil• Vassals" are the following sub-divisions: Early History,
Olash with the White Huns, Division of the 'l'urks, Alliance with
China, Descl'iption of the Land and People by Hsuan-tsang, Men
with Braided Hair, Grooms for Horses and Camels, Audience of
Hsuan.tsang with the Khan, Diplomatic Exchange with China,
The Sha-T'o Turks.
The second chapter is a study of Chinese costume in its
relationship to the figurines. By comparing them to donor portraits on dated memorial stales, and by reference to the literature
of the period, many of the statuettes can be accurately placed
within the century. Far more than great monuments, these little
clay figures can reflect the life and the changing fads and fashions
of the age. One can picture the court ladies of the 7th century
viewing the exotic costume of the Central Asians and adopting
the low decolletage and other ideas.
By the 8th century this
fashion was out, and a round neck, long-sleeved blouse and Persian stole was the only style considered chic. Men, while more
conservative than women, also make several changes in the cut of
their costumes.
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No archeologist regards the fashions of the past as a trivial subject because the length of a sleeve on a painted or sculp.
tured figure can often determine its age, and even its validity.
'l'he third chapter contains a valuable technical analysis
of the figurines, the clays and glazes used, the methods of assembly, T'ang regulations concerning their use (size and number were
determined by the rank of the deceased), the composition of a
typical retinue, etc. There is also a page on the faking of these
popular objects with the sound advice that even the expert should
beware of buying an unglazed piece. It may be made from an old
mould, and of clay from the original 'l"ang site, but have been
buried for rather less than a thousand years.
There are also several informative appendixes, charts,
maps, bibliography and 42 good black~and·white plates of the
figurines discussed.
Plates XXIV, c and d, and XXV are identified as dancei'
and drummer from Southeast Asia. They have curly hair, non ..
Chinese features, and are wearing heavy jewelry aud a garment
that seems to be a cross between a dhoti and a pannung. The pose
and modeling of the body is similar to the Gupta style. Mrs.
Mahler cautiously identifies them with the K'un-lun people of
whom there are . several confusing references in Chinese texts.
Scholars have not agreed whether the homeland of the K'un-luu
is Siam-Cambodia, Champa, Indonesia, or the east coast of Africa.
Mrs. Mahler feels that the closest stylistic connection is with the
8th century reliefs on the Prarnbanan. One might also look at
the sculptures of the Tra Kieu style of Champa.
No doubt, many readers who are told more than they
wish to know by this book will object to the card file style of
presentation. It is true that there is more literary grace in the
quotations than in the author's text, but she is to be congratulated
on having compiled a worlt which is not only valuable for the
study of one special type of tomb figul'ines, but which can be used
as som·ce material in other areas of research on the 'l"ang
dynasty.

0lizabeth £yons
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Starling, Miss L.: Dawn over Temple Roofs, World Horizons Inc ..
New York, 1960, 182· pages ill.
The author has been in the missionary calling from 1909
to a very recent date; but she reflects much of the thoughts and
feeling of an older generation of missionaries in these writings.
Her work was mostly in the north, where, one gathers from her
writing, the people were made up of a governing class and the
ignorant and grossly superstitious plebeian class, both of whom
however were steeped in superstition. And these formed her world
of the Siamese. "To the peasant, she says, if a tree is nprootei!
by the wind, it is the act of an enraged pee. An eclipse of the
moon is the work of a dragon which must be frightened away
with firecrackers and drums.... Leafy groves are supposed to
be inhabited by hordes of pees. The early evangelists pitched
their tents in such groves, but the timid villagers refused to
assemble there ... "
Further on she says "All the pees are supposed to have been embodied at one time. But for laclr of merit,
some fail at death to pass into another body. If they have been
monks, they are fated to haunt temple grotmds and are known
as "tiger pees of the temple". The pees of departed kings are
called "tiger pees of the land "and roam the scene of their former
glories, venting their spleen on the living. Those who die away
from home, as did Prince Kawilorot, are lmown as "tiger pees of
the forest" and are doomed forever to wander in the dark jungle.
She ends up of course " ... the missionary came with the message
of a great Spirit who loves his children and protects them from
evil." ( pp. 51-53). 'l'his was at least a pt•actical conclusion.
Though nominally Bnddhists, these people seemed to have been
more of animists than anything else. They were thus easy to
convert.
'l'he hook may be summed up as notes and incidents of
the working and expe1·ience of a missionary, who spared no effort to go about mixing with the peasantry whom she set out to
save sph·itually according to the missionary tradition perhaps of
a fot•mer generation. In snell an effo1·t the author spared no perSOUl~l inconvenience and wa.s so generous as to udopt more or less
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a few of. Lhe converted among them.

Her treatment in this book

is e:ympathetic though perhaps she should have recognised that
the people of the northern jungles were but a section of the
Siamese race and their characteristics are not shared by a greater
number of Siamese.
Wells, K.E.: Thai Buddhism: its Rites and Activities, second
edition, Police Press, Bangkok, 1960. 320 pages ill.
The first edition of this work appeared 21 years ago and
was duly reviewed by the present reviewer in these pages ( pp.
55-9. JSS, XXXII, pt. 1, Sept. 1940 ). The impression it then
gave was good; and, as stated in the preface to this 1960 edition,
its reprint had been requested by many students, among whom
the reviewer would like to count himself one because he has been
entertaining admiration for that first edition for its understanding
and sympathetic treatment.
In the second edition under review there are several additions mostly in connection with the rites which form one of the
t;wo aspects of his presentation. One would have expected more
of the second aspect-activities-to be given more detailed consideration. Some of the former edition's statements seemed to
need correction or amplification, such for instance as the Pali
Buddhist literature of Lannatai of the XVth century and their
translations in the first reign of the Oakri dynasty towards the
end of the XVIIIth century; a few other mistakes such as the
discussion of the inclusion of the term Buddha in the names of
the first two kings of the same dynasty both of which instances
were suggested for cor1·ection in the review above-mentioned.
More, too, might have been said with profit about the increasing
interest being taken in Buddhist teaching as evidenced by the
numerous institutions such as the Gana Dharmadan (Institute of
the Propagation of the Dharma) o£ Jaiya and the numerous Bud.
dhist and Yonng Buddhist societies all over the Kingdom which
have been acknowledged by the Siamese public as having done
much towards sound living.
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To sum up we may say nevertheless that this book in spite
o£ its 20 years still remains in its second edition the best exposition of the Buddhist rites practiced in Siam if not its activities
and as such remains unchallenged in its unueJ·staucling of the
subject.
Artibus Asiae, Vol. XXII, pta. 1-2.

This special number is dedicated by his collel~gnes and
pupils to the memory of the late Alfred Salrnony. It consists of
their writings, among which is the Note on an Indian slab of the
Pii.la epoch discovered in Ayudhya ( pp. 9-14 ), The stela was
found among the treasures buried probably by Ring Para,ma.
rajadhiraj II ( 1424-48) underneath the monument of Wat Raja.
bl:uua dedicated to his elder brothers who lost their lives in au
elephant duel. On its front is a gilt haut.reUej of the traditional
octette of scenes in the life of the Buddha; whilst on the back is
inscribed the famous couplet often reproduced on monuments
el·ectecl by Asolm commencing with the words Ye dhamrna hetuppab!Jhava .• Ooedes dates it XI or XII centuries.
Griswold has a short note on two Shan Buddha-images of
the XVIth century. D.T. Devenura surveys his government's worl{
in connection with Ceylon archaeology ( pp. 23-40 ).
'rhe rest of the number is full of interest, dealing with
localities outside this country,
Bangkok, 4 October 1960.

CJJ.

Wening, R. and Somm, A.F. : Siam, pays des me,rveilles, with 90
coloured photogravures by Michael Wolgeusinger, Editions Silva
Ziirich, 1959, 122 pages quarto.
'l'ho work was originally w1·itten in German under the
name of vVttnrlM'bar Siam. 'l'he edition nuder review is a French
translation and one learns that a third will be issued in English.
'l'he first impression one obtains is the beauty of its photogravures
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in colour. The choice of subject for photography is not exag~
gerated ar!'d really characteristic of the scope of the book. On
reading the running commentary which touches on all aspects of
Siamese life, religion, food, geographical sitnation, racial sections,
language, time-reckoning, elephants, life at Court, monasteries,
art, drama, music, concluding with modern Siam and politics, etc.
one obtains a good impression of the information thel'ein contained,
though a few inaccuracies exist such as in figure 7 where the
widely familiar theme of the Buddha's temptation by Evil, here
defectively reproduced thus leading to the mistake in the inscription being that of a scene from the Ramalcien. 'l'he commentary
modestly limits itself to a succession of topics rather than aiming
at a systematic planning; but it is a wealth of observation which
is not necessarily high-brow but is intelligent and sympathetic
all through.
The most noticeable section of the book is the short preface by Wening. A propos of the ties of friendship between the
two nations, his and ou1'S, arising from the close connection made
by the Siamese monarchy with the Swiss people, he says:
... cette sympathie n 'est pas unilaterale ; miJme
apres un sejour de courte dnree, les Suisses reviennent du
Siam enthousiasmes. Il y a les mysterieux paysages tropicaux, les temples aux lignes harmonienses, le va-et-vient
des bateaux sur les rivieres et les fl.euves; mais il y n sur.
tont les Siamois enx-memes, dont l'amabilit6 et !'inalterable bienveillance tronvent les chemins de tous les coeurs.
Les Siamois sent continnellement partes ala bonne hnmeur,
vis-a-vis des etrangers ils ont tontes les prevenances, ils
s'oublient eux-merues pout· se mettre au service des antres;
antant de qualites qui font disparaitre le difference de
race et preparent la voie a l'amitie eta des rapports tout
empreints d'estime reciproque! "
The credit for such sympathies he attributes to our Buddhism,
thus:
"Oe penple aime passionement sa religion, et celleci l'a amene a un haut degre de civilisation. La tolerance
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manifestee par les rois a l'egard des alltres cultes est
connue depuis longtemps; et cependant, c'est au Siam que
le Bouddhisme s' est conserve dans la plus g1·ande pnret{l.
IJa plupart des pays ayant. adopte Ja doctrine de Bonddha
out garde leurs anciennes croyances, parce qn'i1s n'ont
pas compris tonte la grandeur et la noblesse de cette
doctrine."
In paying credit to the wisdom of mugs Olmlalonglwrn and his
father Mongkut, he cites the now large circle of friendly states
who are represented at the King's Court and says :
"J_,e ton sec et cassant malheureusemen t trop repandu dans les colonies est inconnu clans les milieux clirigeants du Siam ... "
and cites, by wny of evidence of the King's liberal viewpoint
passages from his letter to his sons then being educated in Europe,
thus:
"Ne vous imaginez pas que vons ponvez outrager
les an tres et len r infiiger de mau vais traitements, sons
pretexte que vous etes mes fils et que vous ne con rez aucnn
risque... Si -vous commettez nne injustice, voua serez
punia; le fait que votre p(we est roi ne voua evitera pas
le chatiment .. .''
"Sonvenez-vons continnellement que le roi de
votre pays n'a pas l'obligation de vona p1·ocnrer des postea
importanta simplement parceque vons etes des princes
royaux:.. Lea emplois snperie1•s ex:igent des aptitudes
speciales ... "
The author finally sums up in the preface:
"Que penser d'nn monarqne absolu qui se montre
aussi excellent pere de famille et un edncateur anssi par.
fait? Le pays qni possede des ministres formes a une
no\Jle t1cole a les meillenrs raisons de s'estimer henreux."

"T'ar la suite, les bonleversements politiques qui
ont BeCone l'Enrope et l' Amerique n'ont pas epargne le
Siam. La Monarchic absoln a fait place a nn gouvernement constitutionnel, comma celui de 1'Angletene. An.
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jourd'hui le pouvoil· legislatif est assure par le Parlement.
QueUe sera l'influence exercee sur 1e moral du peuple par
le nouveau regime?
Nul ne saurait le dire. Au Siam
il existe evidernment aussi des milieux se tenant plus ou
mains a l'ecart dn Bouddhisme; i1 n'en reste pas mains
que dans son ensemble, le peuple s'efforce de se confirmor a la doctrine du maitre et de rester fi.dele a l'heritage
spirituel et artiatique qui lui est ete transmis d'un genera.
tion a l'autre."

" Mais le temps va vite, et le Siam ne neglige rien
pour prendre dignoment place a ci>te des autres Etats
civilises. Lorsque les Siamois sont gagnes a une idee, ils
sont capables de tout."
What an encouragement indeed.

It is up to us to deserve the

complement.
Birasri, S. and D. Yupo: The Or1:gin and Evolution of 'l'hai M·urals

etc. with A Oatalogue of Murals in the Silpalcorn Gallery, Sivaporn
Press, Bangkok, with maps, plans and illustrations, 1959, 55 pages.
Professor Birasri's learned treatise on the Origin and
Evolution of 'rhai Murals is a chronological resume of the development of Siamese pictorial art as evidenced by murals from the
earliest specimen thought to have dated from the epoch of Dvaravati, inclusive of the ones in the caves of YaHt down through
the times of Sukhodaya, Ayudhya, Dhonburi and Bangkok, conc1uded by an analysis of the technique of old Thai painting. The
professor het•e enlarges upon his former theory ( cf. JSS XLVII,
part 2, under Recent Siamese Publications no. 251, pp, 216-7) by
the statement that the Thai knew the technique of fresco f1·om
the Chinese who made some murals at Wat Rajabiirna in Ayudhya
at the beginning of the XVth century but could not use such
technique on small and very detailed figures. Hence the more
general use of tempora, which involved the application of vege.
table soh1tions Sp\"lcifically indicated by the Professo~· ( :p, 24 ),
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Then follows an historical and touristic deacription of the
edifices containing murals of Siam with plans and charts, brought
up at the end by a catalogue of murals in the Silpakorn Gallery,
which latter is reproduced in 121 figurea in colours as well aa in
black and white.
One may say without exaggeration that both parts of the
book, each written by the respective authors mentioned make up
a scientific and artistic handbook of murala.
Lichfield, Whiting, Browne Associates : The Ban(Jlcolc-Dhonburi
Oity Ptannin(J Pro}ect-Historical Growth-with maps, plans and
illustrations 17 pages.
This technical monograph is the first of a series of papers
being planned by the Banglwk-Dhonbnri Oity Planning Projecta joint unde1•taking of the Thai government represented by its
Ministry of the Interior and the International Oo1•poration Administration represented by the United States Operation Mission
to 'l'hai1 and.
The volume under review consists of historical sketches
from 1500 years ago when the Hinduized Mon kingdom of Dvaravati dominated the valley of the Ohaopraya river down through
the days of Ayudhyii. and Dhonburi to Bangkok
The presentation is carefully made up and is supported all through by old
mapa (from 1693 A.D.) and reproductions of old prints of the
:XIX century. More interesting still are the four maps of the
successive development of the area of the cities of Bangkok and
Dhonburi. From the one of 1900 when the combined area of the
two cities was approximately 3,330 acres; to that of 1936 when
the area spread towards east and north to 10,660 acres; then in
1953 when it, spread most1y east to cover some 16,490 acres; and
final1y in 1958 it spread in all clil'ections especially east and
north to an approximate area of 23,805 acres.
The historical narration takes its authority from reliable
(luthorities as dela Lonbere and Pallegoi:x:.
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There is also an appendix with interesting details of the
topography of the Grand Palace in the citadel of Bangkok. Some
old maps here reproduced are not within the easy reach of
students and should be valuable in research work.
Chula Ohakrabongse, H.R.H. Prince: Lords of Life, Alvin Redman, Ltd. London, pp. 352, ill, maps.
Some 22 years ago I started to write down my experiences
in the service under the sixth and seventh sovereigns of the
Ohakri Dynasty touching on the work and nature of their paternal kingship under the title of K1:ngs I have served. An esteemed
friend to whom I showed the mss. pointed out tha~, though it
was planned along the lines of an autobiography, the self became
obliterated as the narrative proceeded till disappearing altogether
it ceased to be what it purported to be. It was then decided that
the work should be revised to take shape of a History of the
Ohakri Dynasty so that I would not be bothered with trying to
write an autobiography which seemed a task beyond my inclinations. This new idea got under way but the mss. was later lost
in travelling. It is still my intention to reconstruct this history
from memory, but time and application failed me and laziness
took the upper hand. This is, I believe, as much as I care to say
about myself.
It is with a great deal of satisfaction, therefore, that I
welcome the work under review of a younger and abler writer,
who, without being aware of my conception of that type of a
monarchy which after all was no less of a democracy than some
of the modern democracies of the world with the exception that
it frankly called itself an absolute monarchy, has intelligently
observed it from a close point of vantage thongh at an age when
one cannot be expected to realise all its whys and wherefores.
Now, that the institution is past and gone, an academic interestfor no practical purposes-deserves the attention of the historian.
The author is to be congratulated on securing an introduc.
tion by Professor Trevor-Roper of Cambridge in which he has
summed up the characteristics of the book succinctly, thus:
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"In the first chapter he will find eighteenth cen•
tnry Siam placed in its long historical perspective. He
will see it, as it were, developing out of the past, out of
itself, out of contact with its immediate neighbours. He
will learn the terms of its existence, the basis of its
nineteenth century problems. And he will see the state
to which it was reduced just before the accession of the
new dynasty. After a century of anarchy and isolation,
the ancient capital of Ayndhya hacl been sacked by the
Burmese, its buildings and records destroyed, its life and
government and culture dislocated. A successful usurper
for a time restored order, only to lapse in to whimsical
megalomania, on one hand unfrocking the clergy by thousands, on the other hand seeking, by concentrated private
devotion, 'to enable himself to fly in the air'. It was a
palace revolt against this interesting de1·ot which brought
his most successful general in haste from Cambodia to
accept the throne and become the first Ohahri ldng. Such
was the inauspicious beginning of the dynasty which,
from its new capital of Bangkok, would soon have to face
the mounting pressure of imperialist Etu·opo throughout
the Far East.
Through the rest of the book we can follow the
fortune of this new dynasty: a dynasty which ruled absolutely, taldng its ministers from its own numerous members, but which nevertheless first rebuilt and reformed
the fahdc of the state and then, by understanding the
realities of power-by study, imitation, adaptation, and
occasional timely surrender-carried its country independently through the nineteenth, the colonial, into the
twentieth, the ex-colonial century."
Having thus given the reader the above general idea of
the book, so succinctly stated, there only remains the following
reaction of a Siamese reader.
The survey of the period prior to the rule of the Ohakri
ldngs has been very well written. A few points need correction.
One would prefer, for instance, to be more explicit about our
predecessors in the land, to lay it down without hesitation that
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the Australasian negroids were followed among others by peopie
of a Mon Khmer stock, among whom were probably those of the
state now called Dvii,ravati who had been either the Mon or tho
Lawii,, Another point is the date of Pimai (p.l9) which has now
been definitely determined by sav-ants to be within the Classic
Khmer period and therefore contemporaneous with several of the
bettet· known ruins such as Angkor Wat.
Into the debate of 'l'hailand versus Siam as a terminology
(p. 23) I prefer not to enter save to call to mind that the use of
the name Siam as that of the country can be found long before
the time of King Mongkut. Literature abounds in instances of
this.
The arrangement of the main portion of the book is
divided into 9 chapters: "Before'', dealing with events prior to
the Ohakri dyuasty already commented upon; then a chapter to
each of the first seven sovereigns, who are given individually a
well-chosen epithet; and "After" dealing with events after the
abdication of King Prajadhipok. 'l'hronghout the length of the book
one comes across details of the protocol and relationships within
the Royal Family, which had been criticised in former works as
being unnecessary in a scientifically written history even of a
dynasty.
On an un biassed consideration, however, one must
admit that in order to take in all aspects of a situation for the
writing of a history what appears as a detail is often important
for the balanced view. 'rhis work may not after all have been
intended to be a standard history of the time. It forms a valua.
ble source material for future histories. No history or account
so far written in English or any of the better known languages
of the world has paid much attention to Siamese sources fot• information. Among the more recent works there is only this
work and that of Vella on Rama III which take Siamese sources
into serious consideration.
In writing this account of the Siamese sovereigns, the
author ha~ no case to defend. He tries to be fair in his condemnations; he i~ quick to put right any misunderstanding especially
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of misinformed foreigners. .As evidence of such may be cited his
presentation of the case of the Franco~Siamese dispute of 1893
(pp. 24\J-253) and the calumniOllS statements prevalent in certain
quarters during the first decade of the democratic t·egime.
The book is an evidence of much reading. 'l'he Prince;s
anthol'ities ai·e judiciously chosen; but, though born and partly
bred in the most intelligent circles of the Siamese Court, he has
lived the greater part of his life detached f1·om his people, Not
all his judgments are accurate. In a sonrce material such as this
book should be; accuracy of detail is impot•tant, For the genel"al
reader, on the other hand, the inaccm•acies do not dett•act much
from the bool,'s value and will be left uncommented upon.
Bangkok, 20 Novembm· 1960
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256. Paramanujit, H.R.H. Prince: Pathomasompodhikatha ( Pathamasambodhikatha) Maha-Ohu 1alongkorn University, Bangkok,
publ. S. Krityi1kom, B.E. 2503, 484 pages quarto.
The Pathomasompodhilcatha has been a well-known work
for several genet·ations past. It deals with the life and time of
Gotama the Buddha. It should be of interest to give here a
sketch of its origin and development for the work is a literary
monument of llational importance. According, then, to the well,
I
]mown scholars, Sathienlwses and S. Salitn 1, who wrote the kam
thalev prefaced to the present edition, there exist in the National
Library two works of the name in Pali verse. One, of 22 cantos,
gives no clue to its authorship or date though it is obviously old.
The second says "The King ... commanded Prince Kraisorawiji t
to invite the monk, Prince Nujit of Wat Pra ,Tetubon, to examine

(~'l'J~)

an old work of the name and the result of his work was
a version of 30 cantos \Vhich was concluded in the year of the
snal<:e, B.E. 2388 ( 184:5 ). The scholars mentioned above seemed
to have decided that the Prince wrote this translation which is
the subject of our review. It does not seem clear whether the
version brought about by the Prince was the one finished in 1845
or the revised Piisli text of 30 cantos mentioned above. In any
case the material of the 30-canto-version covered an identical field
as the version of the 22 cantos, the enumeration of more cantos
being merely due to rearrangement and the addition of minor
details.
The two scholars also pointed out that there are fonr
other versions of translations of the PaNwmpotlhikatha, which
we1·e written later, frankly intended for public delivery. They
bear definite tlata regarding authorship and elate. They have
nothing to do with the work uucler review.
As for the work itself, it has been a sonrce of wonder in
literary circles that Prince Paramanujit, having lived all his life
since the age of 12 in the monastery, should have been able to
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portray so many different aspects of life through his eloquent
writings. As pointed out in the shot·t biography attached to this
work, the best 1mown of his creations was the heroic poem of
Talevpai, depicting in lofty and majestic wording the essence of
chivalry in King Naresvara of Ayudhya which has been acknowledged to have aroused feelings of patriotism among its readers
and inspired them to write other works along the same theme.
His art is also detectable in the contrast he made of the vanquished
adversary, the Crown Prince of Burma, who has not been made
to suffer from any lack of good ideals expected of such a highly
pla9ed prince of a reigning royal family. Turning then to another
aspect of his writing, his Exhortations from Krishna to her sister
shows a remarkably unexpected knowledge of the feminine heart
and virtues. His prose, such as the History oj Siam, reflects
elegant rhetoric.
The monastic purist may indeed question the Prince's
inspira tiona and even accuse him of ,paying attention to frivolous
details nnbefitting of "a son of the Sakya "; the linguistic purist
too may he shocked by the liberty he has taken over rules of
prosody in favour of melodic sonance. One can almost imagine
the poet murmuring aloud to himself his new compositions as
they turn up in his mind. His indeed was an idea of melody
triumphing over pedantic rnles of quantitative requirements.
In calling this work a "translation'', it should be borne
in mind that it is really more of a dissertation bused on the theme
of the original Pali poem which was much shorter. The
"translation" here abounds in additional facts and details and
does not shrink from taking advantage of literary license. Inspite
of its length it used to form the material of a series of se1·mons
delivered on the occasion of the Visalrha festival of three days
and three nights in the royal palace. Hence the later versions
to make such deliveries more practical.

"'

257. The Pictured Pavilion of Suan Phaldcad Palace V! t.H ~ tJ'UIJ .:1

tli"JlHJflfl'Wl Sivaporn Press, Bangkok, B.E. 2502 ill. by 33 :figure13
in black and gold and also in blacl~: and white, 76 pages,
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The book was published as a memorial in dedication to
His late Royal Highness Prince Ohnmbhot of Nakon Swan on the
occasion of the cremation of his remains. The late Prince was
an acknowledged connoisseur of antique and with his consort
bought and transferred the pavilion from upcount1·y to be set up
within the grounds of their palace. The gilt panels were of
course decorated with artistic skill and great taste. These panels
have been reproduced in the book with an account written by
Momchao Subhadradis Diskul of its history and acquisition.
Originally at Wat BalJklilJ in the province of Ayudhya, it was
said to have been an old palace which was dedicated to the Wat
and became a "h6 trai ", i.e. a repository of the Canon of the
Tipitaka. E:x:perts have dated it to the reign of King :Narai
( 1657 -1688) for reasons fully stated in the bool•, one of which
was the inclusion of figures of a Frenchman in contemporary dress.
There is also a description of the design aud subject of
the pictures in black aud gold by Lua~ Boribal and Nai Tinakorn
'folJSWet, an article on Ayndhyan repositories of the Canon by
ProfessorS. Biraari, translated into Siamese by Momchao S. Disknl
and yet another-intelligent and witty-article by Momrii,jawolJS
Ki.1kriddhi Pramoj with apt quotations floom a eulogy of King
Narai by Pra Sri Mahosoth, one of that King's poets at court,
bringing to light many interesting and humorous features of the
portrayal. No better memorial could have been chosen to perpetuate the late Prince's memory as a connoisseur of art.
'-'

%--'

258. Birasri, S.: Oases of Thai Lacqum·worlc l'l'CI'liJUJ'-!1 Sivapot·n
~
Press Bangkok, B.E. 2502, prof. ill. 32 pages.
Dealing with an identical topic as the above is a little
b1·ochme issued this year as a souvenir of the festival of Visakha
by the Fine Arts Department. 'rhe book was given away to monks
and novices who visited the Museum during that festival. The
subject deset·ves the wide publicity thus given for no less than
15,000 copies were p1·in ted for this first edition.
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The short hooklet describes the lacquered cases and boxes
of the collection in the Hall of Sivamokkhapimfi,n in the Palace
of the Prince of the Front ( Wa;una) which has been turned now
into the National Museum. It is stated therein that the Siamese
translation of an ol'iginal-presumably English-of Professor
Birasri is by Kian Yimsiri of the Fine Arts Department.
According then to the booklet this art of the lacquer
flourished in the time of Ayudhya about the XVIth century. It
has been handed down to the periods of Dhonburi and Bangkok
(and is still practised). It originated in China as indicated in
the treatment of nature-motifs such as mountains, fauna and
flora. It developed into scenes of everyday life especially at
Court whence came all artistic inspirations.
As for material, backgrounds of wooden wicker or plain
wood are first coated~over with black or red lacquer, designs are
then drawn on its surface and what surface is to remain outside
the design is coated over with gamboge mixture. Another coating
of lacquer is then applied over the whole surface, then the gilt
of gold leaves. After about 20 hours the surface is washed with
water. The soluble gamboge comes off with all the lacquer and
gold which lays on it, leaving only the design in gold because it
has not been treated with gamboge. Hence the name given to
the process "watered design".
Decoration by this process is also applied to door- and
window panels. Then follows a description of the collection, in
which the Professor gives full rein to his artistic eyes and his
love of nature. There seems to have lurked an error in his description of figtll'e 1 which is described as a design depicting Rama
.;

and Tosakanth borne by a Hanuman and a yaksh. No 'fosakanth
is really there, though the bearer other than Hanuman looks like
a ynksh. This bearer might have been O~kod but was turned into
a yalcsh by mistake, for he wears an identical crown as O;ukod's.
'l'here is no doubt that this kind of a souvenir publication
can do much to keep alive the traditions of the national art vis-avis the increasing materialistic tendencies of modern technology.
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259. Fine Arts Department: Art Treasttres from the Bhumibol
"1!1""

A

,!\

"'>

Dam, ~:W1JV1 M'l.'llll"l1flll Jll'J'UI.l ']'E:J'\Jfi:W VH.'i publ. for the National
~

Exhibition of Ancient Art 'freasures, Sept. 2503, ill. 80 pages.
This is an interesting handbook of one of the recent art
exhibitions organised by the Department, containing a1•ticles
by experts in their respective fields. Such are K. Indakosai's
E.vcavations in the Neighbourhood of the River Ping, Luau Boribal's
Buddha Images from the North of Bhumibol Dam and M. Valla.
bhodom's Cedi Type of Hod District etc. With the exception of
Professor Birasri's 3 pages of an English description of a printed
flag some four or five centuries back which had been found in a
terracotta vase in the crypt of a cedi at Wat Dokuoen, District
of Hod, all has been written in Siamese. Specialists in the
technique of Thai ob}ets d'art and pottery will profit largely from
the contents of the book, which contains several maps, plans and
24 pages of illustrations.

260. Fine Arts Department: Plan and Report of the Sttr11oy and
E:ncauation of Ancient Monuments in Nm·theastern Thailand, Sivaporn Press, Bangkok, with maps, plans and illustrations, B.E. 2502,
79 pages.
The bilingual report deals with the object aucl scope of
the survey. Of much interest is the part dealing with excava.
tiona and restorations in the three provinces treated, Nalwn
Rajaslmii., Buril•am and J ayabhumi. Some of the smaller monu.
menta are described in detail regarding what is found and how
they have been restored or receiving an application of anastylosis,
such as Non Ku

luoun (fig. 3); Wat Pnomwan fJ~W'Il:Wl'J.....f! (figs. 62-63)
~

.,!!,

and Muang Khek DJ'MU']'fl (figs. 4,48-Gl, 64-78 ).

Muang Khek,

where considerable finds have been macle, was the old Gorii.khapura
which has been suggested as the original of the name of Korat.
One is tempted to add that here is an instance of the adoption
of an Indian name-the modern Gorakhpur,
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P.E.N. International, Thailand Centre, Bhasa

le

NarJsit,

..... .&

Jl1H'llLq;j::Vl'!.J~~'EJ

Vol. 2, part 1, Sept. 2503. Strisar Pi·ess, Bangkok,

155 pages.

In JSS XLVII, 2, Nov. 1959, we reviewed in the series of
Recent Siamese Publications No. 252 the first number of the Jom;nal
above named and decided that it indicated a promising sign of
greater interest being taken in scholarly research in Siamese
circles. Further publications have since appeared which are
keeping up the" promising sign".
Among the contents of this first mtmber of the second
year there is an interesting note by H.R.H. P1·ince Wan, Krom aM
mun Naradhip, tracing the origin of the 20 ai sounds written

(l~~fJU)

with the mai muan

thus

1 to Ahom sources.

Foreign

readers may perhaps be reminded that in Siamese there are two
ai vowels written

l

and

1.

It has been a constant source of

wonder why it should have to be represented by two separate
vowels. This note now explains that the 20 sounds of the
''twisted vowel" or mai muan have a different origin. We would
like to offer an opinion that these 20 vowels could have been the
original representatives of the sound and that the other vowel
represent loan words which could just as easily be written with
another

Lflf"lfJ:rTU

vowel the

tJ as 'fJUn1T ( Aiyaldi.rn) or

l 'fltl

ai in

(Aisvariya).

The scholarly paraphrase of the Niras Haripunjai by
P. na Nakon is continued to its conclusion with notes on local
topography and names of personalities in the poem. Khun Wichit's
article on the origin and venue of the romance of Kawi is a piece
of scientific research worthy of the JournaL Mme K. Sribunriiau's
English and French translation in verse of the Nira8 .Narind is
generally accurate and elegant piece, even though a translation,
of belle-lettre. P. SrijaHi.lai's discussion of the spelling in the
famous Ramakamheu inscription of the name of that monarch's
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£ather deserves the consideration of schola1•s and is really convincing. Th~ rest of the number is none the less of high quality.
0

,d.

.!.

262. Amatyalml, T.: Guide to Sarabur·i, \.I'H'VltJI'J~r aJd' Bhakdij

prasroeth Press, Bangkok, ill. B.E. 2500, 16mo, 64 pages.
Saraburi, it is pointed out here, though a new town of
modest proportions, is distinctive through her shrine of the
Buddha's footprint, which has been highly venerated all over the
country. It is accessible by road, rail and river. In the days
of Ayudhya it was a summer resort. The famous shrine is built
on a promontory within a group of hills with interesting grottoes
and picnic grounds. Besides the Buddha's footprint there are
various other touristic attractions. One is the so-called Reflection
of the Lord on the side of a cliff and beyond it the glen of three
cascades at Pathavi Hill some 3 }em from the Hi11 of the Lord's
Reflection. Other spots '-vithin easy reach from here are the high
waterfall of Jvtuak Lelc, 40 1nn, and the Government Botanical
Park a little before Sarabul'i on the mainroacl from Bang1wk.
The shrine itself of the Buddha's footprint occupies a
ra tber large area with innumerable shrines of smaller sizes.
Within the main shrine are panels inlaid with mother-of-pearl
designs of great beauty made under the sponsorship of King Rama
I of the Chalui dynasty to replace the original mentioned in a
late Ayudhya poem, the Bunnouad, which had been destroyed by
fire in 1766 and left in ruins for some 20 years.
Bangkolc, 29 Octol!m· 1960
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PUBLICATIONS OF INTEREST IN OTHER JOURNALS

Ancient India
no 13, 1959
Krishna Devi. : The Temple of Khajuraho
in central India

pp,

43-65

Deshpande, M.N.: The Rock-cut caves of
Pithalkora

pp,

()6.93

Annals of the American Academy
of Political and Social Sciences
no 321, 1959
Skinner, G.W.: Overseas Chinese in Southeast Asia

pp. 48-49

Ars Asiatica
no 6, 1959
Auboyer, J.: Trois portraits du roi Jayavarman VII,
4 pl.
Boisselier, J.: La Statuaire preanglwrienne
et Pierre Dupont

p,

70

pp, 59-G9

Artibus Asiae
Vol. XXI, nos 3-4, 1958
Devendra, D.T.: The Symbol of the Singhalese
Guardstoue

pp. 259-268

The number contains interesting reviews of works ou Siam
e.g. Griswold's Dated Buddha Images of nor·thern Siam by
Boisselier;
Vella's Siam under· Rama III by K. Su1{habanij;
Emcee Chand's and Khieu Yimsiri's Thai Monumental
Br·onzes by Michael Sullivan.
Vol. XXII, nos 1-2,1959
Coedes, G.: Noto sur une stele indienne d'epoque
Pala decouverte a Ayudhya

pp. 9-14
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Devendra, D.T.: Seventy years of Ceylon
Archeology

pp. 23-4.0

Griswold, A.B.: 'l'wo dated images from the
Shan States

Asian Culture
Vol. I, no 4
Nguyen Dang Tbnc: The Equilibrium of
Vietnamese Culture
Nguyen Oao Flach: Social Implications of
Industrialization in South
Asia and the Far East

pp. 1-14

pp. 31-58

Erdkunde
no 13, 1959
Louis, H.: Beobachtungen iiber die Inselberge
bei Huahin am Golf von Siam
(summarized also in English)

pp. 314-319

Bulletin of the Ramakrishna Mission Institute of Culture
no 10, 1959
Penin, J.M. : The Thai and their Destiny

pp, 234-337

Far-Eastern Economic Review
no 28, 1960
Wolfstone, D: U.N. Economic for Laos
Emori, M.: The Thai-Japan Maize Trade
Lee, S. Y.:

Prospects for Thai Maize

pp. 46-48
pp. 968-972
pp. 1148-1155

France-Asie
nos 158-9, 1959
Ma1leret, L.: L'archeologie dn delta du
M~khong

pp. 1032-36
nos 160-1, 1959

Archaimbanlt, 0.: Les rites agraires dans le
moyen-Laos

pp. 1185-96

PUDLICA'l'IONS OF INTEREST IN OTHER JOURNALS

13:!

History Today
no. 10, 1960
Sullivan, M. : The Discovery of Anglwr

pp. 169-178

India Quarterly
Vol. XX, 4. 1959
Note: North-East Frontier of India

pp, :193.395

Journal asiatique
no 247, 1959
Filliozat, .T.: Gopura, "porte de ville"

pp. 251-255

Journal of the Greater India Society
no 16, 1957
Sarkar, H.B.: Indo-Javanese History in English

pp. 1-82

Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society
pa1·ts 3-4, 1959
Wales, H.G.Q.: The Cosmological Aspect of the
Indonesian Religion,

pp. 100139

parts 1-2, 1960
Bassett, D.K.: The Trade of the East-India
Company in the Far-East

pp. 32-47

Journal of World History
Vol- V, part 2, 1959
Ebisawa, A.: The Jesuits and their cn1tural
activities in the Far-East

pp. 3~4-374

Altelwr, A.S.: Educational and intellectual
Methods in Vedic and Ancient
Indian Cultures

pp, 423-4:33

Wint, G.: South-East Asia in the XXth
century

pp. 495-50;)

Vol. V, part 3, 1960
Tsukamoto, Z.: The ear1y stages in the
introduction of Buddhism into China
(up to the Vth century A.D.)
pp, SMi-57li
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Koska, M.: The Meiji Eea: Its forces
of rebirth

pp. 621-633

L' Afrique et l' Asie
no 47, 1959
Lenormand, H.: Le Laos et la crise du
sud-est asia tique

pp. 53.59

Memoirs of the Research Department of the Toyo Bunko
no 18, 1960
Yamasaki, Y,: The Origin of the Chinese abacus

pp. 91-140

Oriental Art
new. series: Vol. V, part 2
Harrisson, Tom: 'Export wares' found in west
Borneo

pp. 3-1.2

Pacific Affairs
XXXII, 3, 1959
Clubb, O.E.: Oriental Studies through
Soviet eyes

pp. 307-308

Pakistan Horizon
no 12 1959
Jayanam, Direck: Present-day Thailand

pp. 210-214

Philippines Studies
Vol. 7, part 3, 1959
Fox, R.B.: The Calatagan Excavations, ill.

pp. 325-390

United Asia
no 11, 1959
Newsom, R.: Trek to Tavoy

pp. 121-123

World Affairs
Vol. 123, no 2, 1960
Carroll Parish, 0, : Thailand, cornerstone of
peace in Southeast Asia

pp. 46-49

ACCESSIONS

TO THE SIAM SOCIETY

i..II3RARY

from c!January to c!June 1960

Books
Acheson, Dean
(Compiler)
Ahmad, Hazrat
Mirza Ghulam
Ajarananda, Swami

United States Relations with China: Special
Reference to the Period 1944-49 (1949).
: The Philosophy of Teachings
(1959).

o~

Islam

The Problem of Reincarnation (B. E. 2497).

Angsnsingh, Pakorn : Public Welfare-Today and Tomorrow
(1959 ).
Blake, W.T.

Thailand Journey ( 1955 ).

Bezacier, L.

Relevt~es

des Monuments Anciens dn Nord
Viet-Nam (1959).

Bhadragaka

The Khuddalm-Patha OJ' Short Buddhist
Recitations in Pali and English (B.E. 2496).
80 Inspiring Words of the Buddha from the
Udana in Pa1i and English (B.E. 2497).

Miscellaneous Buddhist Though ts-Qnestions
with Answers No.5 (B.E. 2502).
Bnddhaghosa
Bhadantacariya

The Path of Purification (Vi!:!uddhimagga).
(1956).

Bhushan, J.B.

The Costumes and Textiles of lndi.a (1958).

Busch, Noel F.

'l'hailand, an Introduction to Modern Siam
(1959).

Boyer, Martha

Japanese Export Lacquers from the 17th
Century in the National Museum of Denmark (1959).

Boulle, P.

Siam
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Blofeld, J.

'l'he Wheel of Life: 'rhe Autobiography of
a Western Buddhist (1959).

Baker, E.M.

Short Studies in the Name of Truth (1959).
(Presented by the Author).

Bernatzik, H.A.

The Spirits of the Yellow Leaves (1958).

Bloch, R.

Le Symbolisme Oosmique des Monuments
Religieux (1957).

Bhuddhist
Association, The

Visakhapuja B.E. 2500

de Berval, R.
(Ed.)

Presence du Bouddhisme, Fevrier.Juin
(1959).

Collis, Maurice
Siamese White (1951).
Chakrabongse,
H.R.H. Prince Chula: The Twain Have Met.
Chaya, Prem

The Story of Khun Chang Khun Phan,
Book I-II, (1.955, 1959).

Conze, E.

Vajracchedika Prajnaramita (1957).
Abhisamayalankara (1954).

Ooedes. G.

Oonferenze, Vol.! (1952).

Corbin, H.
Chand, Emcee
Yimsiri, Rhien

Oonferenze, Vol. II (1.955).
Thai Monumental Bronzes (B.E. 2500).

Cauvin, R.
Prince Damrong to
M.R. Sumanajati

Thailande

Svastikul

Five Species of Lotus & Notes on Different
Subjects. (l)resented by H.H. Prince
Dhani Nivat, Rrommamun Bidyalabh).

Dupont, P.

L'Archeologie Moue de Dvaravati, Texte
et Planches (1959).

Durand, M.

Techniques et Pantheon des Mediums
Vietnamiens (1959).
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: Imagerie Populaire Vietnamienne (1960).
Draus, J.
Bernard, H.

: Memoire du Pere de Beze sur la Vie de
Constance Phaulkon et sa Triste Fin (1947).

Eakin,
Paul A., Rev.
Evans. I.N.

: Buddhism and Christian Approach to
Buddhist in Thailand (1959).
Papers on Ethnology & Archaeology of the
Malay Peninsula (1927).

Feriz. Dr. I-I.

Zwischen Peru und Mexico (1959).

Frauwallner, E.

The Earliest Vinaya and the Beginnings
of Buddhist Literature (1956).
On the date of the Buddhist Master
of Law, Vasubandhu (1951).

Ferrari, A.

MK' Yen Brtse's Guide to the Holy
Places of Central Tibet.

Foster, G.M.

Culture and Conquest:
Heritage (1960).

Foreign Affairs,
Ministry

America-Spanish

Relations Between 'rhailand and Cambodia
(1959).

Grondahl. K.

The Mango Season (1954).

Gray, B.

Early Chinese Pottery and Pol'celain.

Gnoli, R.

The Aesthetic Experience According to
A bhinavagupta (1956).
Nepalese Inscriptions in Gupta Characters
Part I, Text and Plates (1956).
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